ENRICO NEGRO
La memoria dell’ acqua
An italian voice of acoustic guitar
A solo acoustic guitar concert, dedicated to the folk music of northern Italy and beyond,
with an attentive ear to the popular tradition, the idiomatic needs of the instrument and the
desire to encroach temporally and stylistically in the past and present.
Following the publication in 2015 of "The memory of the 'water' (his second album as a
soloist exactly ten years after the first cd " Ruby Red ") Enrico Negro, refined guitarist with
a curriculum based on a solid classical training and an intense activity in folk music (as
prominent element in musical projects such as Compagnons Roulants, Tendachënt, Dona
Bela, Edaq Ensemble) presents on stage the fruit of years of research and experiments on an
unpublished and rare repertoire in the Italian guitar scene .
Meanwhile the musical activity of Enrico did not stop, but has focused on several other
musical projects (Edaq Ensemble, Tendachent, Vivaldi Guitar Trio, Ensemble Sinigaglia,
TradAlp, Mar Mur), he recorded in the last years other 7 cds together with old and new
friends of adventures.
Live, mindful of the lessons of the great masters such as John Renbourn, Soig Siberil and
Pierre Bensusan, Enrico offers songs of tradition (dance songs, ballads, instrumental dances)
as well as elaboration of Renaissance and Baroque music, the 'interpretation of pages of
Italian composers of classical and popular music of 900th, until his own original
compositions..
Different musical and stylistics choices, but linked together by the search for a unified and
homogenous sound, from his guitar approach, midway between classical and fingerstyle,
and his own musical sensibility very close to these sounds.
A concert in which the acoustic guitar emerges as undoubtedly the main instrument,
democratic and non-absolutist, to realize that even the Italian guitar can have a respectable
tradition to draw upon. We just have to learn to rediscover it and perhaps reinvent it.
www.enriconegro.it
info@enriconegro.it
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